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MINIMAL EXCESSIVE MEASURES AND FUNCTIONS1
BY

E. B. DYNKIN
Abstract.
Let H be a class of measures or functions. An element h oí H is
minimal if the relation h = h¡ + h2, h¡, h2 e H implies that A,, h2 are proportional
to h. We give a limit procedure for computing minimal excessive measures for an
arbitrary Markov semigroup T, in a standard Borel space E. Analogous results for
excessive functions are obtained assuming that an excessive measure y on £ exists
such that TJ = 0 if / = 0 y-a.e. In the Appendix, we prove that each excessive
element can be decomposed into minimal elements and that such a decomposition
is unique.

1. Introduction.
1.1. In 1941 R. S. Martin [13] published a paper where positive harmonic
functions in a domain D of a Euclidean space were investigated. Let H stand for
the class of all such functions subject to condition f(a) < oo where a is a fixed
point of D. Martin has proved that:
(a) each element of H can be decomposed in a unique way into minimal
elements normalized by the condition/(a) = 1;
(b) if the Green function of the Laplacian in D is known, then all minimal
elements can be computed by a certain limit process.
J. L. Doob [2] has discovered that the Martin decomposition of harmonic
functions is closely related to the behaviour of Brownian paths at the first exit time
from D. G. A. Hunt [9] has shown that, using these relations, it is possible to get
Martin's results by probabilistic considerations. Actually only discrete Markov
chains were treated in [1] and [5], however, the methods are applicable to Brownian
motion as well.
In [10] Hunt has studied Markov processes with a continuous time parameter on
a separable locally compact space and he has proved results of Martin type under
certain regularity conditions for the transition functions. The regularity conditions
were relaxed by H. Kunita and T. Watanabe [11] and by the author [3], [4]. Now
we are able to eliminate them completely and to develop a theory applicable to
arbitrary Markov processes in standard Borel spaces. In particular, the theory is
easy to apply to general diffusion processes without any restrictions on diffusion
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and drift coefficients. (In the case of Brownian motion we get in this way a new
proof of Martin's results.)
The decomposition of excessive measures and functions into minimal elements
was studied in [6] and [7]. In the present paper we concentrate on computation of
minimal elements. In the Appendix, we give a new proof of existence and
uniqueness of the decomposition into minimal elements. This proof is based on
constructing sufficient statistics for certain classes of Markov processes.
1.2. We say that a function/is
positive if it takes values from the extended real
half-line [0, + oo]. We write / G % if / is a positive function measurable with
respect to a a-algebra ®. If m is a measure on ÍB, we write / G Lx(m) if / is
% -measurable and w-integrable, and we write / G Lx+(m) if in addition / > 0
w-a.e. We denote by m(f) the integral of/with respect to m.

2. Discussion of results.
2.1. Let (F, 9) be a measurable

space. A function pt(x, B), t > 0, x G F,
B G % is called a stationary transition function if it is % -measurable in x, is a
measure with respect to B and if

p,(x,E)

< 1 for all j, x;

f ps(x, dy)p,(y, B) = Ps+,(x, B) forall0<5

(2.1)

</, x G F, Be %. (2.2)

If (2.2) but not necessarily (2.1) holds, we call/? a generalized stationary transition

function.
We put
mT,(B) = ( m(dx)p,(x, B)
JE

(2.3)

and

T,h(x) = JEf P,(x, dy)h(y).

(2.4)

These formulae are meaningful for all measures m on ÍB and all functions h G %.
We say that m is an excessive measure if it is a-finite and if, for each BgS,

mTt(B)'\m(B)

as /JO.

(2.5)

A function h G iß is called excessive2 if it is finite a.s. with respect to all measures
pt(x, ■) and if, for every x G F,

T,h(x)/[h(x)
2.2. Throughout

as /¿O.

(2.5a)

this paper we assume that:

2.2.A. (F, <$>)is a standard

Borel space.

2.2.B. For each B G % ,p,(x, B) is a <$>RX % -measurable function (%R denotes
the a-algebra of all Borel subsets of the real line R).
2Hunt's definition of excessive functions requires measurability with respect to the completion of 9>
relative to an arbitrary probability measure. This looks less restrictive than ® -measurability. However,
under the assumption 2.2.B, both conditions are equivalent for functions h with the property (2.5.a).
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In all propositions on excessive functions we assume in addition that:
2.2.C. All the measures p,(x, ■) are absolutely continuous with respect to a
CT-finitemeasure y.
The role of this condition is revealed by the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Under condition 2.2.C, a Radon-Nikodym derivative

Pl(x,y)=p,(x,dy)/y(dy)

(2.6)

can be chosen to be measurable in x,y and to satisfy the relation

f Ps(x,y) y(<*y)p,(y,¿) = pi+,(*>z)

JE

(2-7)

for all x, z G F, s, t > 0. If the measure y is excessive, then we can assume in

addition, that

J y(dx)Pl(x,y) < 1

(2.8)

for all t, y.
We say that y is a reference measure if y(B) = 0 if and only if pt(x, B) = 0 for all
/ and x. If a measure y satisfies condition 2.2.C, then

yx(B)= •'O
C dt e- JEf y(dx)p,(x,B)

(2.9)

is a reference measure. Obviously all reference measures are equivalent, and each
excessive measure y satisfying 2.2.C is a reference measure.
2.3. We fix a stationary transition function p and we denote by M the set of all
excessive measures and by H the set of all excessive functions.
All minimal elements of M can be obtained by passage to a limit from the Green
measure gx, x G F, and the truncated Green measure g", x G E, u > 0, which are

defined by the following formulae

gx(B) = f" p,(x, B) dt,

(2.10)

g:(B) = f p,(x, B) dt.

(2.11)

•'o

•'o
We say that an element m of M is conservative and we write m G Mc if
gx(l) = oo a.s. m for all strictly positive measurable /. We say that m G M is
dissipative and we write m G Md if gx(l) < oo a.s. m for all m-integrable positive /.
Lemma 2.2. Each minimal element m of M belongs either to Mc or to Md. If

m G Mc then mTt = m for all / > 0.
Theorem

2.1. Let a minimal element m of M belong to Mc. If <p,\p G Lx(m),

m(i//) =£0, then

m(<p)/m(>p)= Jim (g^)/gxuW)
for m-almost all x.
Theorem 2.1 is true for all generalized stationary transition functions.

(2.12)
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Theorem 2.2. Let a minimal element m of M belong to Md. There exists a
probability measure P on the space F°° of all sequences x,, x2, . . . , xk, . . . G F such

that, iftp,ype Lx(m), m(\p) ¥=0, then
m(<p)/m(i)

= lim(gXk(<p)/gXktt))

(2.13)

for P-almost all sequences {xk}.

2.4. The following implications of Theorems 2.1-2.2 rather than the theorems
themselves are useful for practical computation of minimal elements.
Corollary.
Let S be a countable family of positive $ -measurable functions. We
write m = S-lim mk if mk(<p)—>m(<p)for all m-integrable functions <p G S. Let m be
a minimal element of M. If m is conservative, then
m = S- lim c(u)g"

for some x G F.

If m is dissipative, then
m = S-lim ckgx

for some x,, x2, . . . G F.

Here c are constants (which can be expressed by formulae
c(u)

= m(xp)/g^),

ck = m(^)/gx^)

for an arbitrary function \p G Lx+(m)).

2.5. Now let y be a reference measure and let

gy(x) = f" Pl(x,y)dt,

(2.14)

g£(x)= f p,(x,y)dt

(2.15)

where p is described in Lemma 2.1. We call gy the Green function and gy the
truncated Green function.

Put yh(dx) = h(x)y(dx),

yy(dx) = gy(x)y(dx). An element h oí H is called

conservative if yy(q>) = oo yA-a.e. for each strictly positive <p, and it is called
dissipative, if yy(<p) < oo y*-a.e. for each y''-integrable positive <p.These definitions
are independent of the choice of reference measure. The set of all conservative
elements of H is denoted by Hc and the set of all dissipative elements by Hd.
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that condition 2.2.C holds for an excessive measure y. Then
each minimal element h of H belongs either to Hc or to Hd. If h G Hc then Tth = h

for all t > 0.
Theorem 2.3. Suppose that h is a conservative minimal element of H. If h is
integrable relative to measures | and 17and ifi)(h) ^ 0, then

t(h)/n(h) - Jim («#)/!,(#))
for yh-almost all y.

(2.16)
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Theorem 2.4. Let h be a dissipative minimal element of H. Then there exists a
probability measure P on the space E °° such that, if h is integrable with respect to £

and -qand ift](h) ¥= 0, then

Í(h)Mh) = lim(i(**)/*»(**))

(2.17)

for almost all sequences {yk}.

Corollary.

Let S be a countable family of measures on (E, $).

We write

f = S-\imfk if £(fk)^>i(f) for all £ G 5 such that f is ^-integrable. Let h be a
minimal element of H. If h G Hc, then
h = 5-lim c(u)gy

for some y G F.

If h G Hd, then
h = S-lim ckgyk for some y x,y2, ...

G F.

(Constants c can be calculated by the formulae

c(u) = ri(h)/Ti(gy),

ck - l(k)Mg»)

(2.18)

where n is an arbitrary measure such that t)(/i) < oo.)
Remark. For £(F) = 1b(*)> formulae (2.16) and (2.17) can be rewritten in the

following form

h(x) = lim c(u)gy(x),

(2.16a)

h(x) = lim ckgy'(x)

(2.17a)

where c are given by formulae (2.18). Let v be a a-finite measure such that
v{h = oo} = 0. By Fubini's theorem, for y*-almost ally, formula (2.16a) is true for
p-almost all x. Analogously, for F-almost all sequences yk, formula (2.17a) holds for

p-almost all x.
2.6. Theorem 2.4 implies immediately

Martin's results on minimal positive
harmonic functions. The condition 2.2.C is satisfied for Lebesgue measure y. The
density p,(x, y) is symmetric and

[ gy(x)y(dx) = [ r

JD

■>D J0

y(dx)p,(x,y) dt = f " p,(y,D)dt = Eyß
J0

where ß is the first exit time of Brownian motion from the domain D. For a
bounded domain D, the right side is finite and therefore all elements of H are
dissipative. Suppose that h is a minimal element and that h(a) = 1. According to
the remark at the end of Subsection 2.5, there exists a sequence^ G F such that

h(x) = \im(gy"(x)/gy"(a))

for y-almost all x G D.

(2.19)

Take a convergent subsequence and, changing notations, denote it yk again. If
lim yk = y G D, then h(x) = gy(x)/gy(a) y-a.e., hence everywhere in D (because
both functions are superharmonic). If y G D, then the limit in the right side of
(2.19) is a harmonic function (gy is a harmonic in £>\{ y} and Harnack's inequality implies uniform convergence on each compact subset of D). The sequence^
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corresponds to a point of the Martin boundary and the function defined by (2.19)
is the minimal harmonic function associated with this point.3
We see how small the part of this picture which depends on the analytic
properties of classical harmonic functions is.
2.7. Although an explicit description of the measure F in Theorems 2.2 and 2.4 is
not important for computing minimal elements, it is instructive from the point of
view of stochastic processes.
Consider a decreasing sequence /„, n = 0, 1, ..., and a sequence of a-finite
measures v, subject to the condition

'«A-.-í. - V,>

n=\,2,....

(2.20)

Let / be a positive function and v, (I) = 1. Formulae
m,0(dx0) = *,o(¿x0)/(x0),

(2.21)

w<„'„-, • • • t0(dxn> dxn-1» • • • > dxo)

define a compatible
family of finite-dimensional
distributions,
and by
Kolmogorov's theorem, there exists a sequence X, of random variables taking
values in F such that m,, ..., is the probability distribution of X,, X, ,...,
X..
In other words, there exists a measure P in F °° such that m,n... ,0(T„ X • • • X ro) is
the measure of the cylinder with the base r„ X • • • X ro.
Now each minimal element m of M is either invariant, i.e., mTt = m for all /, or
mTt\,0 as r -» oo (in the second case we call m null-excessive).
If m is invariant, then (2.20) is satisfied for vlo= vt¡= ■ ■ ■ = v,^ — ■ ■ ■ = m.
For m G Md, Theorem 2.2 holds for every measure F corresponding to a sequence

\ = m>u-°°.
If m is null-excessive, then it can be represented in the form

m = f°° v,dt
•'o

(2.22)

where

v,T,_, = v, for allO < s < t.
Theorem 2.2 holds for every measure F corresponding to a sequence v,, i„|0.
The random variables X, form a Markov process. It is natural to interpret the set
of minimal elements of M (with proportional elements identified) as the entrance
space for this process. This space consists of two parts: the entrance space at time 0
corresponding to the null-excessive elements and the entrance space at -oo corresponding to the invariant elements.
3The points corresponding to the minimal harmonic functions form only a part of the Martin
boundary. The fundamental results on minimal positive harmonic functions described in Subsection 1.1
have been obtained originally by using a representation of harmonic functions as integrals over all the
boundary. The subsequent development has shown that not the entire boundary but only its minimal
part is of real importance.
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Using (2.21) for a fixed t0 and variable tx, t2, . . ., it is possible to define a
Markov process X, for all t < t0. The statement of Theorem 2.2 remains true if t
tends to 0 or -oo over any countable subset of (-oo, i0). It can take all real values if
the paths of X, have certain regularity properties (as in the case of Brownian
motion).
2.8. To construct a measure F mentioned in Theorem 2.4, we consider an
increasing sequence tn, n = 0, 1, . . . , a sequence of positive measurble functions
<p'"subject to conditions
T,n-K_<p'" - <p'"~'.
»-1,2,...,
and a measure v such that v(q>'0)= 1. Let F be a measure on F°° corresponding to
the finite-dimensional distributions
m,o(dx0) = v(dx0)<p'"(x0),

'"W.-J^O.'^I.

• • • >dxn)

= v(dx0)Pli_to(x0,

dxx) ■ ■ ■ Plñ-,„_t(xn_x, dx„)<p'-(x„).

If a minimal element h of H is invariant (i.e., T,h = h for all i), then Theorem 2.4
holds for a measure F corresponding to <p'"= h, tn\ + oo. If A is null-excessive (i.e.,

T,hi0 as / -» oo), then

h = f ° ç>'dt

(2.23)

•' —oo

where
ri-.,<p' = Vs for all 5 < / < 0,
and we can use any measure F corresponding to <p'"and <n|0.
The set of minimal elements of H, with the identification of proportional
elements, can be interpreted as the exit space at time 0 for null-excessive elements,
and at time + oo for invariant elements. (Time 0 can be replaced with any other
finite time s0.)
From a probabilistic point of view, it is more natural to consider a stochastic
process with random birth time a and death time ß and to interpret elements of the
entrance and exit spaces as possible birth and death places (cf. Theorems 7.2 and

7.4).
3. Conservative minimal elements.
3.1. A function v(x, B), x G F, B G <$, is called a kernel if it is a % -measurable
function of x for each B G ©, and is a measure relative to B for each x G F. A
kernel v(x, B) defines a transformation of measures

mV(B) = JE
f m(dx)v(x, B)
and a transformation

of positive measurable functions

V<p(x)= f v(x, dy)<p(y).
JE
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Two kernels v and v* are dual relative to a measure m if

j <p(x)V*b(x)m(dx)= J 4>(x)V*<p(x)m(dx)
for ail <pand \p.
To each V there correspond the Green operator

Gtp(x)= f

*=o

FV(*)

(3.1)

and the truncated Green operator

<?„*(*)-2
rVtofc= 0

(3-2)

The following proposition is one form of the Chacon-Ornstein

ergodic theorem.

Theorem 3.1. Let v be a kernel on (E, %) and let a a-finite measure m on %
satisfy the condition

mV(B) < m(B)

for all B G %.

(3.3)

Then m = mc + md where
3.I.A. The measures mc and md are singular with respect to each other,

3.I.B. G<p= 0 or +00 mc-a.e.for each <pG "3à,
3.l.C. Gy < oo md-a.e. for each <pG L\(m).
These properties define the measures mc and md uniquely. For each l G Lx+(m), we
have mc(B) = m(B n Ec), md(B) = m(B n Ed) where Ec = {x: Gl(x) = oo}, Ed =

{x: Gl(x) < oo}.
The measures mc and md are called the conservative
relative to V.

and dissipative parts of m

The following statments hold.
3.I.D. Ifq> = 0 md-a.e., then V<p= 0 md-a.e. and m(V<p)= m(<p).
3.I.E. If VI < 1 m-a.e., then the equality \p = 0 mc-a.e. implies the equality
V\p = 0 mc-a.e.

3.I.F. Suppose that md = 0. Put B G <&£if B G © an¿ j/

I qpí&M
= j Ftjxfrn /or a// tp G ÍB.
F/ie c/aíj ©^ w a a-algebra in © a«</

lim(G„<p(x)/G^(x))
/or m-almost all x if q> G L'(w),

= m*(||®:)

(3.4)

i// G L1,.(/m). (Here m'i'(dx) = i^(x)m(i/x).)

All these statements, except 3.1.E, are proved, e.g., in [14] (§§V.5 and V.6).

Let us prove 3.I.E. If VI < 1, m-a.e., then m(V*(p) = mtyVl) < m(\P) for all
\¡/ G %, and V* satisfies condition (3.3). Let G* be the corresponding Green
operator. Take / G L\(m). As we know, mc and md are the restrictions of m to
Ec = {Gl = oo} and Fd = {67 < oo}. Because of 3.l.C, there exists a function
/ G Lx(m) such that / = 0 on Fc, / > 0 on Ed and m(ÍGl) = wd(/G/) < oo. We
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have m(lG*l) < oo, hence m{G*I = 00} = 0. Let mc and md be the conservative
and dissipative parts of m relative to V*. By 3.1.B mc{0 < G*l < 00} = 0 and
mc{0 < G*ï} = 0. However G*î > Î > 0 on Ed. Hence mc(Ed) = 0 and, for all

B G ©, md(B) = m(B n Ed) = wd(F n F¿) < md(B). Because the roles of V and
V* are symmetric, we also have md < md. Hence md = md, mc = mc.

Now let <p= 0 m¿-a.e., ^ = 0 mc-a.e. Then, by 3.1.D, V*<p= 0, md = m¿-a.e. and
mc(<pFi//)= w(i/'F*(p) = 0. Hence V\p = 0mc-a.e.
Remark. Using the relation Gn+ Xq>= G„ K<p+ <p,it is easy to prove that the limit
(3.4) coincides mc-a.e. with the limits

lim (G„+Xcp(x)/Gnip(x)) = Jim
(C7„<p(x)/Gn+ 1^(x)).
n—>oo

(3.5)

n—»00

3.2. Now we apply Theorem 3.1 to investigating the class M of all excessive
measures associated with a stationary transition function p,(x, B). Let Tt be
operators defined by formulas (2.3) and (2.4). Consider the Green measure gx and
the truncated Green measure g" introduced by (2.10) and (2.11).

We put

F0 = (x:/>,(*> B) - 0 for allí, B}
and we notice that, if / is strictly positive, then
gx(l)>0

on F\F0.

(3.6)

Indeed, if gx(l) = 0, then pt(x, F) = 0 for almost all t, and x G F0 because of

(2.2).
Lemma 3.1. Fix a strictly positive function l G % and consider, for each measure m
on % , its restrictions mc and md to the sets
Ec=

{x:gx(l)

= oo},

Ed={x:gx(l)<oo}.

If m G M and m(l) < 00, then mc G Mc and md G Md. Moreover
with respect to operators Tt.

mc is invariant

Proof. 1°. Since (3.3) holds for V = Tt, we have a decomposition
where m'c and m'd satisfy conditions 3.1.A, B, C. For each q>G "35

m = m'c + md

gx(<p) = Gtp(x)

where ^(x)

= gx'(<p).

(3.7)

It follows from 3.1.B and (3.7) that wj(Fc) = 0, m¿(Ed\EQ) = 0. Besides GT,l(x) =
l(x) on F0 and, since 0 < / < 00 m-a.e., we have m¿(E0) = 0 by 3. LB. Let Bc, Bd
stand for the intersections of F G © with Fc and Ed. We have mc(B) = m(Bc) =
m'c(Bc) = mc'(F). Thus mc = m'c. Analogously

md = md.

2°. Let <pc,(pdbe the restrictions of <pG ® to Ec, Ed. By 3.1.D and 3.1.E, we have
mc(T,q>)

= mc(T,<pc)

= m(T,<pc)

= m(<pc)

= mc(<p),

md(Tt<p) = md(T,(pd) = m(F/<p(/)îm(<)pd) = md(<p) as 40.

Hence mc and md belong to M and mc is invariant with respect to Tt.
3°. It follows from 3.1.B, C, (3.6) and (3.7), that gx(<p)= 00, mc = mc'-a.e. if
<p > 0, and gx(<p) < 00, md = mj-a.e. if <p > 0, m(<p) < 00. Hence mc G Mc, md G

Md.
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3.3. Evidently Lemma 3.1 implies Lemma 2.2. Theorem 2.1 follows from the

following result.
Theorem 3.2. Let m G Mc. Put B G ©£ if B G <$>and

f <pdm
= JfB T,<pdm
for all t > 0, <pG <&.

JB

(3.8)

The class ÍB£ is a a-algebra in E. Ifq> G Lx(m), \p G L\(m), then

Jim(&"(,>)/&"(*))
= ™*(|l<^)

0.9)

for m-almost all x. If m is a minimal element of M, then the right side of (3.9) is
equal to m((p)/m(ip).

Proof. We apply part 3.1.F of Theorem 3.1 to V = Tr Notice that Gn in formula
(3.4) and g" in (2.11) are connected by the relation

CM*)

< &"(v) < Gn+Mx)

for nt < u < (n + l)t

(3.10)

where tp(x) = gx(q>).We can write (3.10) in the following form
G>/c»

< gxu(<p)/cx(u)

< Gn + x<p/cx(u)

(3.11)

for nt < u < (n + l)t where cx(u) = Gnip(x) for nt < u < (n + l)t. Since m(<p) =

tm(<p)< oo, it follows from (3.4), (3.5) and (3.11) that

Jim(g;(<P)/cx(«))

= m^||^),

m-a.e.

It is easy to check that the right side of (3.12) equals tm^^/xpl^b^).
expression is equal to / for (p = \p, we have from (3.12)

lim(&"(ç)/g;W)-i»+(^|®d
\ Y

u—»00

J

™-a.e.

(3.12)
Since this

(3.13)

Denote by F the left side of (3.13) (on the set where the limit does not exist, we

replace it by lim sup). It follows from (3.13) that F G <S£ for all V = Tt. Hence
F G <$>land (3.13) implies (3.9).
It is easy to see that if m G Mc, then its restriction mB to any set B G ©^
belongs to M. If m is minimal then mB is proportional to m, hence m(B) = 0 or
m(E\B) = 0. Therefore each S£-measurable function is constant a.s. m. The last
statement of Theorem 3.2 follows easily from this observation.
Remark. In Subsections 3.2, 3.3, only the proof of Lemma 3.1 makes use of 3. LE
and therefore depends on the part (2.1) of the definition of a stationary transition
function. The rest is valid for generalized transition functions as well.
3.4. Proof of Lemma 2.1. We start from any version pt(x,y) of the RadonNikodym derivativep,(x, dy)/y(dy) measurable in x, y and we put
Ps(x, z) = j

Ps-Xx,y)y(dy)pr(y,

= j Ps-Âx,dy)pr(y,z),

z)

0<r<s.
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We set z G F' if, for all rational s > r > 0,

p/(x, z) = ft(x, z)

for y-almost all x.

(3.14)

It is easy to check that

[

f y(dx)psr(x, z)y(dz) = f

■'S, JB2

f y(dx)ps(x, z)y(dz)

JBX JB2

for all Bx, B2 G <$>.Hence (3.14) holds for y-almost all z, and y(F\F')

= 0.

Now if z G F' and 0 < rx < r2 < s are rational, then
p/2(*,

*) = /

Ps-r2(x,

dyx)pr2(yx,

"Jft-rjU

z) = f

^/Vr.O'l,

ps_r2(x,

dyx)prr<(yx,

z)

^2)Pr,(>'2>
Z)

= f Ps-r¡(x, dy2)p(y2, z) = p/'(x, z),
and we can define ps(x, z) for z G F' by the formula p,(x, z) = p/(x, z) for any
rational r G (0, j). For z G F' we put ps(x, z) = p/x, z0) where z0 is a fixed

element of F'. Obviously p satisfies (2.6) and (2.7).
If y is excessive, then, for each BŒ<$>,s>r>0

f y(dx)f P;(x, z)y(dz) = f y(dx)Ps(x,B) < y(B)
hence for y-almost all z

f y(dx)ps(x, z) < I.

(3.15)

Put z G F" if z G F' and (3.15) holds. Since y(F'\F")
= 0, we can replace F'
with F " in the definition of p, and we get a function which satisfies (2.8) as well as

(2.6) and (2.7).
3.5. The investigation of excessive functions associated with a stationary transition function p can be reduced to investigating excessive measures associated with
another stationary transition function/.
Suppose that y G M is a reference measure for p and let p,(x, y) be the function

defined in Lemma 2.1. Then the formula

p,(x, dy) = y(dy)pt(y, x)

(3.16)

defines a stationary transition function. Let Tt be the operators corresponding to p.

For all <p,xpG ©, t > 0

y(<pF,^)= y{M<p).

(3.17)

Hence

y(<pg„x)= &"(*),

r(<pg*) = &0)

(3.18)

where gx and g* are defined by (2.14), (2.15), and

&"(*)= J0("£(*, *) * = JEf y(dy)
f gy(x)y(dx),
JB
gx(B) = ¿?{B)

(3.19)
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are the truncated Green measure and the Green measure for p. Denote by M the
class of excessive measures for p. Put

yh(dy) = h(y)y(dy).

(3.20)

By (3.17) yh(f,<p) = y(<pT,h). Hence if h G H, then yh e M. Now suppose that
m G M. Then (mf,)(B) = ¡B at(y)y(dy)îm(B)
as i|0 where at(y) =
/ m(dx)p,(x,y).
This implies the existence of a function h e H such that
a,(y)îh(y) m-a.e. as ?|0 (see [6, §§4 and 5] for details). Obviously m = yh. Hence

the mapping h —*yh defined by (3.20) is a 1-1-splitting of H onto M. It is easy to
see that under this mapping the sets of minimal, conservative and dissipative
elements of H correspond to analogous subsets of M. Hence Lemma 2.3 follows
from Lemma 2.2.
3.6. Now we prove Theorem 2.3. Let h be a conservative minimal element of H.
Then yh is a conservative minimal element of M. By Theorem 2.1, if <p,\p G Lx(yh)
and yH(x¡/)^ 0, then

Y*fo)/V(*) = «—*00
Hm (gxuM/gxuWY Y*-a.e.

(3.21)

(Since Theorem 2.1 holds for generalized stationary transition funcions, we do not
need an assumption that the reference measure y is excessive.)
Let h be integrable with respect to a measure £. Put <p(y) = / è,(dz)pt(z, y). We
have

yh(<p) = H(T,h) = £(h)< °o
gxuM - ¡tM"ds
Here£(g,x)

(3.22)

f H(dz)ps(z, x) = |(g*+u) - t(g,x).

(3.23)

< oo YA-a.e. since

J í(gx)yh{dx) = |(/o' 7>fe) = tm

< oo.

(3.24)

It followsfrom (3.21),(3.22),(3.23)and (3.24)that
«*)/?*(*)

= um t(gû)/c(u),

y**.e.

where c(w) = g"~'(ip). This implies Theorem 2.3.

4. Time-dependent excessive measures and functions.
4.1. The space M of excessive measures associated with a stationary transition
function is a subset of a larger space TM of time-dependent excessive measures.

Put
p(s, x; t, B) = p,_s(x,

B),

7>(x) = f p(s, x;t, dy)tp(y),
(«F/)(F) = f n(dx)p(s, x; t, B).
Suppose that for each t G F a a-finite measure n, on (F, <$) is given and let
«jF/fn, as iff. Then we say that n is a time-dependent excessive measure and we
write n G FA/.
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An important example of time-dependent excessive measures are entrance laws.
We say that an element n t¿ 0 of TM is an entrance law at time sQ ( —oo < s0 <
+ oo) if n, = 0 for t < s0, ns Tf = nt for s0 < s < t.
4.2. Let a positive measurable function/' on F be given for each t G R and let/'
be finite a.e. with respect to all measures p(s, x; t, —). We say that / is a
time-dependent excessive function and we write / G TH if /' < oo a.s. with respect
to all measures p(s, x; t, ■) and T'f\f
as t\s. An element/ =£ 0 of TH is called an
exit law at time w0, —oo < u0 < + oo, if/' = 0 for / > «0, F//' = /s for s < t < u0.
It is easy to see that/* < oo a.s. ns for every/ G TH, n G TM.

4.3. All these definitions are applicable also to nonstationary transition functions
p(s, x; t, ■). (In the nonstationary case, the state space (F,, %¡) can depend on /
and p(s, x; t, B) is defined for s < t G F, x G E„ B G $,.) To get the definition
of such functions, we replace conditions (2.1)-(2.2) by

p(s,x;t,E)<\

for all j < t G F, x G F,

(4.1)

f p(s, x; t, dy)p(t,y; u, B) = p(s, x; u, B)

(4.2)

for ail í < t < u G F, x G F, F G <&.
We put^(j, x; /, B) = 0 for j > r. Obviously n,(^) = P(s> x> t, B) is an entrance
law at time s, and/*(x) = p(s, x; t, B) is an exit law at time t.
4.4. Condition 2.2.B implies that, for each n G TM and every <pG %, n,((p) is
measurable in t. Indeed, for every finite set A = {tx < t2 < ■ • ■ < t„}, the function
FA(t) = 0 for / < tx and t > /„,

EA(t) - »Jr»

for/it<i</t+1

is measurable in t, and FA (i) —»«,(<p) if Ak is an increasing sequence with the
union everywhere dense in F. The same arguments show that if, for each t, n,(cp) is
a measurable function of a parameter w, then it is measurable in /, w.
4.5. Let c(t), t G F, and /(x), x G F,be positive measurable functions and y be a
measure on F. Then

n,(B)= ['

ds c(s) f y(dx)p(s, x; t, B)

•'-oo

is a time-dependent

(4.3)

JE

excessive measure, and

f(x) = ^°° dt c(t)fEP(s, x; t, dy)l(y)

(4.4)

is a time-dependent excessive function.
4.6. Let p(s, x; t, B) be a nonstationary transition function. Put x G F,0 if p(í, x;
í, F) = 0 for all /, B. (For a stationary transition function, E° does not depend on s

and coincides with F° defined in Subsection 3.2.) If/ G F//, then/*(x) = 0 for all
x G Es°. We set/ G TH + iff(x) > 0 outside E°.
For each q G F// +, the formula
p"(s,

x; t, dy) = q'(x)~xp(s,

= 0

x; t, dy)q'(y)

for 0 < qs(x)

if qs(x) = 0 or qs(x) = oo

< oo,

(4.5)
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defines a new transition function. A function / is a time-dependent
function forp if and only if

/,'(*) = /'(*)/<?'(*)

excessive

for 0 < q'(x) < oo,

= 0 otherwise
is a time-dependent excessive function ior pq. Analogously « is a time-dependent
excessive measure for p if and only if n?(dx) = q'(x)n,(dx) is a time-dependent
excessive measure forp*.
5. Markov processes.
5.1. ^4 stochastic process on a random time interval is determined by the following
elements:

(i) a measure: (ß, ff, F),
(ii) two measurable functions a(u>) < ß(u) on ß with values in the extended real
line [- oo, +oo],
(iii) for each / G F, a measurable

mapping xr(w) of the set {w; a(u) < t < ß(u)}

into a measurable space (Et, $,).
The moments a and ß are called the birth time and the death time.
We say that a path w is given if a point ic(t) of E, is fixed for each t of an open
interval I c R, and we say that a process x, is canonical if ß coincides with the
space of all paths, if x,(w) = w(r), (£/
= (a(w), ß(w)), and if ff is the minimal
0-algebra in ß which contains the sets

{a<t},

{ß>t},

{a<t,x,<=B,ß>t}

(5.1)

for all / G F, B G %.
Theorem 5.1. Let p be a transition function on a standard Borel space (E, ®) and
let n G TM, f G TH. Then there exists a canonical stochastic process (x,, P{) such

that
P{{ct < tx, xh G Bx, . . . , xtk G Bk, tk<ß]

- {
■>Bt

— • (

\(dxx)p(tx,

x„ t2, dx2) ■ ■ ■p(tk_x, xk_x, tk, dxk)f'*(xk)

(5.2)

JBk

for all k = 1,2, ...,

all tx < t2 < ■ ■ ■ < tk G F and Bx, . . . , Bk G %. We have

P£(Q) -<«,/>

(5.3)

where ■(«,/) is the supremum, over all finite sets A —{/,<••
sions

cA= i-lS «,,(/'')- 1-2
í \-ÍT¡rf)(Weput cA = oo if n,(f') = oo /or jome í.) ,4/jo <«,/)
ing sequence Ay with the union everywhere dense in R.

• <tk},

of expres-

(5.4)

= lim cA for every increas-

Theorem 5.1 has been proved in [6] for the case <«,/> = 1 and in [12] for the
general case. (An even more general situation has been discussed in [8].)
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5.2. Evidently <(«,/) is linear in n and/. We remark that a = s0 a.s. P{ if and
only if n is an entrance law at time s0, and, in this case,

n,(f')Kn,f>

as 4Jo.

(5.5)

Analogously ß = u0 a.s. P!nif and only if / is an exit law at time m0.In this case,

«,(/')î<«>/>
A measure

Pfm corresponding

asíT«0.

(5.5a)

to m,(B) = p(s, x; t, B) is denoted

by P{x. It

follows from (5.5) and (2.5a) that Pfsx(ti) = f(x).
A simple calculation shows that

<«,/> = ( y(f)c(s)ds

(5.6)

<«,/>-/"

(5.7)

JR

if n is defined by (4.3), and
JR

n,(l)c(t)dt

if/is defined by (4.4).
5.3. With each interval I, we associate a sub-a-algebra ff(7) of the a-algebra ff
generated by the sets (5.1) with t e. I, B e. <$>.We use the following abbreviations

ff<( = ff(- 00, t),

9<t = ff(- oo, t],

ff>, = ff(i, + oo),

ff>( = ff[/, +oo),

ff</+ = Pi ff<u,etc.
u>t

We put A G ffa if {y4,a < /} G ff<( for all / G F and A G ff^ if {.4, /î ><} G
ff>( for all t G F, and we call ffa and ff^ the germ a-algebras at time a and ß.

5.4. We need the following properties of the measure P{.

5.4.A. If/ G TH, q G F// + , n G FM, then for each y G ff<(
PfnY\a<t<ß

= F«y/'(x,)/9'(x,).4

If ^ G ff<( and F„*04) = 0, then P{(A) = 0. The same is true for A G ffa.
5.4.B. Let/ G Fi/ + . If X G ff<5, 7 G ff^, then
^(^la<i<^)

5.4.C. Let/

= Pfn{xr(xs)-lPixY).

G TH +. A measure F on (ß, ff) coincides with one of the measures

P{, n G TM if and only if

F{x( G F|ff<ä} =p/(í,

x,;/, F)

a.s.?on{a<i<j8}

(5.8)

for ail s < t G F and all F G <S.
5.4.D. A restriction of a measure Psn, n G TM, f G TH +, to an arbitrary set
A G ffa is again a measure of the form P{ for some ñ G FM.
Properties 5.4.A and 5.4.B follow directly from the definition of the measures P{.
The necessity of (5.8) follow from 5.4.B and the sufficiency was proved in [6] (see

Theorem 3.1). To prove 5.4.D it is sufficient to check that P(du) = lA(ui)P{(du)
satisfies (5.8). This is easy to do using 5.4.B.
4We omit the factor la</<^

since f'(x,)/q'(x,)

is not defined outside the set {a < t < ß).
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5.5. The shift d = Oswof the path u is given by the formula w'(0 — u(t + s),
a - s < t < ß - s. We put 0SY(u) = Y(Osu) for each function Y(u). Obviously
9sa = a — s, 9sß = ß - s and the a-algebras ffa and ff^ are invariant with respect
to0r

We put A G ff^ if A G ffa and 9S\A = lA a.s. Pfmfor all s G F, m G M,/ G F//.
Let the transition function p be stationary.

5.5.A. The formulae

(M), = nt+s

(kjy = f"*

define transformations ks of the classes TM and TH, and

PfÁOsY)= PtfY

(5.9)

for all y G ff.
5.5.B. A restriction of a measure P!m, m G M, / G F// +, to a set /l G ff^ is a
measure of the form PÍ where m G M. If m is a minimal element of M, then F¿ is
trivial on ffa (i.e., each ffa-measurable function is constant F^-a.e.).
The statement 5.5.A is an implication of formula (5.2), and 5.5.B follows from

5.4.D, 5.4.A and 5.5.A.
6. Three lemmas.
6.1. In this section we prove three lemmas which make possible the computation
of dissipative minimal elements. In the first lemma the behaviour of the ratio of
two time-dependent excessive functions along a path is studied. The second one
establishes a fundamental identity involving two time-dependent excessive functions and the ratio of their integrals with respect to /. The third lemma gives an
approximation of the birth time a by stationary stopping times.

6.2. We denote by TK the class of all measures Pfn,n G TM,f G TH. It follows
from Subsection 4.6 that the classes TK corresponding to the transition functions p
andp* are identical for each q G TH+.
Let Yt(u>)be a positive function defined for all u>G ß, a(u>) < t < ß(o)). We say

that y,+ is a right FF-modification of Yt if Yt+ G ff<(+ and if, for each countable
everywhere dense subset A of F,

Y,+ = lim Yr for all t G (a, ß ) a.s. TK.

(6.1)

s6A

The left FF-modification

Yt_ of Yt is defined in an analogous way.

Lemma 6.1. There exist a right TK-modification

Yt+ and a left TK-modification

Y,_ of the function
Y, = /'(x,)/o'(x()

(6.2)

for every f G TH, q G TH + .For each P G TK,
Yl+ = y, = Y,_ a.s. P on {a < t <ß}
for all t except at most a countable set (depending on P).

(6.3)
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Proof. Fix A and denote by N(vx, v2; s, u) the number of upcrossings of [t>„ v2]
by Y, over the set A n (s, u), i.e., the maximal positive integer k such that there
exist íj < «| < • • • < sk < uk G A n (s, u) with the property Ys,...,
Y. < t>„
Yu, . . . , Yu > v2. Put A(s, u) = {a < s, ß > u, N(vx, v2; s, u) = oo for some vx

<v2}. The existence of Yt+ and Yt_ and the equality (6.3) will be proved if we

show that P?A(s, u) = 0 for all s < u, h G TH, n G TM (cf. [1, Theorem 11.2]). By
5.4.A, it suffices to check this only for h = q, and since F* is a-finite on the
a-algebra ff<s, it is sufficient to prove that

L

ZP<(du>) = 0

(6.4)

'A(s,u)

for each F*-integrable Z G ff<;r. By 5.4.A and (6.2)

Py la<sXY, = P{Z \a<s,t<ßX for all j < t, X G ff,.,.

(6.5)

Put F'(t/w) = la<JZ F«(é/w). It follows from (6.5) that (Y„ ff<(, F') is a supermartingale on [j, oo). By Doob's inequality
P'N(vx,

v2; s, u) < (v2 - vx)~lP'(Ys

+ vx)

which means that
P«Z la<sN(vv

«* s, u) < (v2 - VX)-\P{Z

\a<s<B + vxPn«Z la<i).

This implies (6.5).
6.3. Now we suppose that the transition function p is stationary. It follows from
(5.9) that, if all measures F of TK vanish on A G ff, then they vanish on all sets
6sA,s G F.

Let
9SY,= Yl+S for all s and t

(6.6)

and let Yl+ be a right FF-modification of Yt. Then both 0sYl+ and Yt+S+ are right
FF-modifications

of Y,+s. Hence
9SYI+ = Yt+S+

for all t a.s. FF.

(6.7)

If m G M, A G H, then, by (5.9), P„{Yti= Yt+} is independent of /. It follows
from (6.3) that
Pn{Y,^Y,+

}=0

for all/.

(6.8)

6.4. A function t(w) is called a stopping time if a(u) < t(u>) < /3(to) for each w

and (t < t} G ff<( for every / G F. If 0,t = t - í a.s. TK for all j G F, we say
that t is stationary.

We put ^ G ffT if A G ff and {y4,t < /} G ff<( for all í G R, and we put
A G ffj if, in addition, 0^ = ^ a.s. TK for all i.
Lemma 6.2. Let m G M,/ G TH + ,h G F/7 and let functions
0

f(x)=[f'(x)dt,

h(x) = [ h'(x) dt
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be finite m-a.e. Suppose that t is a stationary stopping time, X G ffj and Yl+ is a

right TK-modification of

y, = Mx,)//(x,).

(6.9)

Then

KXYT+ = PhmXlr<B.

(6.10)

Proof. Put

F(S) = Pixf
Zt-X

+SYl+dt,

ô>0,

lT<0<T+sY0+ /'(x0)//(x0).

(6.11)

We have

F(ô)= JRf PÍ(9,Z,)dt=JRf PÎZ.dt
and, by Fubini's theorem,
f(ô ) = pfm[ z,dt
JR

= pIx

iT<0<T+sy0+.

By (6.8), y0+ = y0 a.s. f£, and by 5.4.A and (6.9)
F(o ) = P„X

The right side is independent

1T<0<T+«.

of/. Hence F(8) does not change if we replace/by

h,

and, by (6.11), (6.9),
P'mX

fT + S

Yl+dt = P*X¡

fT + S

\a<t<Bdt.

Dividing by Ô and tending o to 0, we get (6.10).
6.5. Lemma 6.3. If m G M is dissipative, then there exists a sequence of stationary
stopping times rn such that

U«

a.s.Phm

(6.12)

for all h G TH.
Proof. Fix / G L\(m) such that m(l) = 1 and put
/•OO

q(x) = /

/. 00

Ttl(x) dt = gx(l),

qx(x) = /

e-Ttl(x)

dt,

fix) = gx{qx).

We have/, q G TH+ and 1 - f/q = qx/q > 0. Denote by Y,+ the right modification of Y, = f(x,)/q(x,),

and put
au=pß(l-Yl+)dt.
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We prove that
6.5.A. For F«-almost all u,
(i) 0 < au¡ < aU2for all a <ux

<u2<ß,
(ii) au < oo for all a < u < ß,
(iii) au is continuous in u and au{Q as u{a.

6.5.B.a„Gff<u.
6.5.C. 9sau = au+s for all u a.s. TK.
First, we remark that q —f = qx > 0 on F\F0
there exists an at most countable set A such that

1 - Yl+ = 1 - y, = qx(x,)/q(x,)

and q < oo m-a.e. By Lemma 6.1

> 0 a.s. F« on {a < t < ß } for each / G A

(6.13)
which implies 7. LA, (i). We have
Dq

<?i(*u)

f°°

l{xu)

w

>. ,

Jo

where

F{s)=n^^-^)=m\^T^y
Therefore

Taking into account

(6.13), we have 6.5.A, (ii). The property

(iii) is an obvious

implication of (ii), and 6.5.B, C follow from the fact that Yl+ G ff<r+ and (6.7).
For each e > 0, we set
re = inf{/:

This is a stationary

a, > e},

te = ß

stopping time. Indeed,

if a, < e for all t.

{re < t} = {a, > e} u {ß < t} G ff<r

by 6.5.B, and 9sre = t£ - s a.s. TK by 6.5.C. If e„|0, then r^a
follows from 5.4.A.

a.s. F«, and (6.12)

7. Dissipative minimal elements.

7.1. Theorem 7.1. Let m be a dissipative element of M,f G TH + , A G F// and let
<m,/>

< oo, <m, A) < oo. Suppose that the functions

I(x) = f f'(x) dt,

h(x) = f h'(x) dt

(7.1)

are finite m-a.e. Then there exists a function Ya+ G ff^ ímc/i í/W
ya+ = hm (A(xr)//(xr))

a.s. F*

(7.2)

reA

for each countable everywhere dense subset A of R and each q G TH. Moreover

PfmXYa+= PhmX for all X G ff*a

(7.3)

Ya+=(m,h)/(m,f}

(7.4)

and, if m is minimal, then

a.s.Pi.
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Proof. If t is a stationary stopping time, then so are t + u for all u > 0. By
Lemma 6.2, if s < t, X G fr+s, then
PiXYT
+ Í+
l. = PÍLX\T..^B
< P*X\.^fí
fn
T+
m
T + t<^p
fn
t +s<^p

= PiXYT+,.
tn
t + s+

where Y, is defined by (6.9). Hence

(Y

ff*

F/)

is a supermartingale. It follows from (6.10) that P^YT+ < <m, /i>. Let AT be the
number of upcrossings of [vx, v2] by Yl+ over (t, oo). Since y,+ is right-continuous
in t a.s. F£, we have
^¿A

Applying this inequality
inequality

< (t>2 - «l)"1«^

»> + »!<«»/»•

to the sequence t„ and passing to the limit, we get the

PfmNa < oo. Put ß' = {Na < oo}, ß" = ß\ß'.

Obviously

ß'

and

ß"

belong to fff and F^(ß") = 0. Put Ya+ = lim,ia Yl+ on ß', Ya+ = 0 on ß". Then

Ya+ G ff£ and (7.2) holds for o = /. By 5.4.A it holds for all q G TH.
By Fatou's lemma, it follows from (6.10) that
P'mYa+ < lim PiY7n+

= lim Phm\<ñ

= <»», «> < oo.

Hence y„+ < oo a.s. P!m and, by 5.4.A, Ya+ < oo a.s. F^ as well. Thus, for each
e > 0, there exists c£ such that P„{Ya > ce} < e, and, by (6.10)
PfJra+>cYTn+

<P^{Ya+>ce}

<e.

Hence FT + are uniformly integrable relative to Pfmand (6.10) implies (7.3).
If m is minimal, then, by 5.5.B, there exists a constant C such that Ya+ = C a.s.

F¿. We have P'mYa+ = CF^(ß) = C(m,f}
This proves (7.4).

and, by (7.3), C = <m,/>>/<m,/>.

7.2. We apply Theorem 7.1 to the excessive functions
hs(x) = j p(s, x; t, dy)<p(y) = T,_s<p(x)

(7.5)

f(x) = j™ dt c(t)f p(s, x; /, dy)xp(y) = f™ Turp(x)c(s - u) du

(7.6)

and

where $ > 0,c(t) > 0 and }R c(t) dt = 1. Obviously/
<m,/>

= m(i//),

(m, h~) = m(tp),

f(x)

G F// +,

= gx(i|/),

A(x) = gx(<p).

Hence, in this case,

ya+ = lim (g^fo)/^(*))

a.s.F*

(7.7)

rEA

and we arrive at the following result.
Theorem 7.2. Let m be a dissipative minimal element of M. Then for all
<pG Lx(m), \p G L\(m), q G TH
m(<p)/m(tf=

lim (gXr(<p)/gXr(*L))
r£A

a.s. /»«.

(7.8)
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(The meaning of A is the same as in Theorem 7.1.)

7.3. Corollary.

If

m = f vsds

(7.9)

JR

where v G TM, then (7.8) holds a.s. F*.
Indeed, the relation (7.9) implies that m = fR ksv ds. Let ß' and ß" be the sets
defined in the proof of Theorem 7.1. We have

0 = Pi(ü") = ( F(,(ß") ds

and, by (5.9),

PlA®")= Pl(9sü")= F/(ß").
Hence F/(ß") = 0, and (7.8) holds a.s. P{. By 5.4.A, it holds a.s. F«.
Remark. It has been proved in [6] that each m G TM
tion ms(B) = / ns(B)fi(dn) where u is a finite measure
elements of TM (which are entrance laws). It has been
minimal element of M and if / > 0, m(l) = 1, then

has an integral representaon the space of minimal
proved also that if m is a
for each <pG Lx(m) and

p-almost all n

"/(<p)/"/(0

-> m(tp) asI\R

where n¡(<p) means the integral of ns(cp) over a finite interval F If m is a
null-excessive element (i.e., if mT, -» 0 as í -» oo), then p is concentrated on the
entrance laws at finite times and nR(l) < oo. Hence m(<p) = nR(q>)/nR(l), and (7.9)
holds with vs = nR(l)~xns. It holds also for all entrance laws kuv. Thus (7.8) is
satisfied a.s. F* for some entrance law v at time 0. This justifies the construction

described in Subsection 2.7.
7.4. To investigate dissipative elements of H we introduce a backward transition
function

p(s, dx; t,y) = y(dx)p,_s(x,y)

(7.10)

and we denote by TM, TH the corresponding classes of time dependent excessive
measures and functions. The notations M, N, TM+ have an analogous meaning.
To each m G TM,f G TH there corresponds a measure P£, and we set <m,/>' =
Pfm(ß)-

Considering reversed time direction, we get the following version of Theorem 7.1.
Theorem 7.3. Let m be a dissipative minimal element of M and let f G TH
q G TH, <m,/>' < oo, <m, o>' < oo,

/( y) = JRf f(y) ds < oo,

q(y) = JRf qs(y) ds < oo m-a.e.

Then there exists a function YB_ G ff^ such that
YB_ = hm (q(xr)/f(xr))
riß

r£A

a.s. P'm

,
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for each countable everywhere dense A. Moreover

P'mXYß_-PlX

for allX e %

and, if m is minimal, then

YB_ = (m,q)'/(m,fy

a.s. Pi.

7.5. The following result follows immediately from Theorem 7.3.

Theorem 7.4. Let h be a dissipative minimal element of H. Iff G TM and if h is
integrable with respect to measures £ and r\, then

|(A)/7)(/I)=lim(|(g^)A(^))

«W.J$.

riß

(7.11)

r6A

To prove this statement, we apply Theorem 7.3 to the measure m(dx) = yh(dx)
— h(x)y(dx) which, according to Subsection 3.5, is a minimal and dissipative
element of M, and to the functions

q'(y) = f i(dx)ps(x,y),

f(y) = f°° c(s + u) du J -n(dx)pu(x,y).

By simple computations we get the formulae

(yh,q) = m,

<yA,/> = ti(A),

q(y) = i(gy),

and we notice that the measure F^, corresponding
measure F*.
7.6. As in Subsection 7.3, we prove that, if

f(y) = -n(gy)

to p, yh, f coincides with the

h= [ <p'dt

(7.12)

where <pG TH, then (7.11) is fulfilled a.s. F^. If h is null-excessive, then (7.12)
holds for some exit law at time 0.
Appendix. Decomposition into minimal elements.
0.1. Let p,(x, B) be a stationary transitive function in a standard Borel space
(F, & ) and let M and H be the corresponding classes of excessive measures and
functions. For every / G %, we put Ml — {m : m G M, m(l) =1} and we denote
by %(Ml) the a-algebra in M1 generated by the sets {m : m G M1, m(B) < u},
B G %, u G F. For every measure v on $, we put H" = {h : h G H, v(h) = 1}
and we denote by $(//*) the a-algebra in H" generated by the sets {h : h G H",
Í(h) < u}, I is a measure on 9>, u G F. Our objective is to prove the following two
results.
Theorem 0.1. Let V be the set of all minimal elements of M which belong to M1.
Suppose that l G $ is strictly positive. Then T e. % (M1) and, for each m G M1,
there exists one and only one probability measure uobS (M7) concentrated on T such

that

m(B) = ( n(B)n(dn)

for all B G $ .

(0.1)
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Theorem 0.2. Let T be the set of all minimal elements of H belonging to H". Let v
be a a-finite measure with the property:
0.1.A. There exists an excessive reference measure y and a strictly positive function

I such that

y(lh) < v(h) for all h G H.

(0.2)

Then T E. % (H") and, for every h G H", there exists one and only one probability
measure p on ÇB(Hy) concentrated on F such that

h(x)=

f/(x)p(¿/)
jt

for all x SB.

(0.3)

0.2. Comments to Theorem 0.2.
(a) If y is a reference measure and if h G H, then h < oo a.s. y. If h ¥= 0, then
y(h) > 0 and y(lh) = 1 for some strictly positive function /. The measure v(dx) =
l(x)y(dx) obviously satisfies 0.1.A, and h G H". Hence each h S H can be decomposed into minimal elements. (The analogous statement for m G M is obvious.)
(b) Let y satisfy condition 2.2.C and let gy be the corresponding Green function
defined by (2.14). Suppose that the function q(y) = v(gy) is finite y-a.e. and
strictly positive. Then the measure v has property O.l.A. In fact,

y,(F) = JEf v(dx)gx(B)= JBf q(y)y(dy)
is an excessive reference measure and yx(lh) < v(h) for all h G H where

¡(y) = q{y)~X C dt e- [ v(dx)pt(x,y)
J0

JE

is strictly positive.
(c) In case of Brownian motion remark (b) is applicable to Lebesgue measure y
and any measure v concentrated at one point.
(d) If y is a reference measure, the a-algebra <$>(H*) is generated by the sets

{h : h G H", y(lh) < u}, l G $, u G F. This follows from the relation

|(A) = lim y(/,A)

where l,(y) = [ i(dx)p,(x, y).

(e) The function f(x), f G H, x G F is <$>(HV)X <S-measurable. In fact, it is
easy to see that / r(x, y)y(dy)f(y) is 9>(H") X ® -measurable if r(x, y) is $ X <Smeasurable,
and measurability
of f(x) follows from the formula f(x) =
lim,i0/P/*> v)y(^)/(.y).
(f) By remark (e) and the Fubini theorem, it follows from (0.3) that £(A) —
/r &.f)rl(4ñ for each measure £.
0.3. Theorem 0.2 follows easily from Theorem 0.1. First, if v(dx) = l(x)y(dx)
where y is an excessive reference measure and / > 0, then the mapping (3.20)
establishes a 1-1 correspondence between H" and Ml (we use the notations of
Subsection 3.5). Obviously this mapping is measurable. By 0.2.d the inverse
mapping is also measurable, and the representation (0.1) of the measure m = yA G
M is equivalent to the representation (0.3) of A G H".
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Now let v satisfy condition

0.1.A and let vx(dx) = l(x)y(dx).

We note that

0 < vx(h) < 1 for ail A G H". Put Hv> = {A : A G //", v(h) < oo}. Formulae
F,(A) = h/vx(h) and F(A) = h/v(h) determine inverse measurable mappings F, of
H" onto Hq' and F2 of HV{ onto H". Evidently they preserve minimal elements.
Therefore to prove Theorem 0.2 for the measure v, it is sufficient to check that each
element Ä £ //„'' has a unique integral representation through minimal elements of
H which lie in H£'. Since Theorem 0.2 has been proved for the measure vx, there
corresponds to every A G H"' a unique probability measure p on ©(//"') concentrated on the set I", of minimal elements such that

A(x)= f f(xMdf).
By 0.2.f this implies an equality

"(h)= f p(fMäf)
and since v(h) < oo, the measure p is concentrated on Tx n Hq'.
0.4. The rest of the Appendix is devoted to proving the following statement.

Theorem 0.3. Let I > 0 and let

f(x) = f °° TJ(x)c(s -u)ds
•'0

(0.4)

where c(t) > 0 and fR c(t) dt = 1. Let ff^ be the a-algebra defined in Subsection 5.5.
There exists an M'-valued function n" on ß with the properties:
O.4.A. nu(B) is ff-measurable for every B G % .

O.4.B.F¿{Z|ff^} = P^Z a.s. Pfmfor all Z G ff, m G M1.
Properties 0.4.A, B mean that ff£ is an //-sufficient a-algebra for the class K of
probability measures Psm, m G M1, and Theorem 0.1 follows from Theorem 0.3
because of the general relation between //-sufficient statistics and minimal elements established in [7] (see Theorem 3.1).
0.5. In each standard Borel space (F, % ) there exists a support system W i.e., a
countable family of positive bounded functions with the properties:
O.5.A. If p», is a sequence of probability measures on % and if lim p„(<p) = q(<p)
exists for every rp G W, then there is a probability measure p such that n(<p) = q(<p)

for all tp G W.
O.5.B. If a class S of positive functions contains W and is closed under addition,
multiplication by positive constants and if S contains together with each increasing
sequence its limit, then S contains all functions <pG ®.

We put x G F' if the limit
lim (g"x(<pl)/gux(l))

U—»00

(0.5)

exists for all <pG IF. By 0.5.A for each x G F' there exists a probability measure ¡ix
such that the limit (0.5) coincides with px(«p). We put <p'= <p/_1, nx(dy) =
¡xx(dy)l~x(y). Obviously nx(l) = 1 and

Jim(g;t"(«p)/g;(/)) = /Ix(<p) ifxGF>'G!F.

(0.6)
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Let A„ be the set of all rational numbers. We put w G ß' if xr G F' for all r G A0

and if
lim n (<p)
r^a

rSAo

exists for all <pl G W. Again by 0.5.A, for every w G ß', there exists a measure
n"(<p) such that n"(l) = 1 and

n"(<p) = lim nx (<p) for all w G ß', tp' G IF.
r.J,a

(0.7)

'

rSAo

We shall see that F' and ß' are not empty (except the case where M1 is empty, in
which case our theorem is trivial). Let

F" = E\E',

ß" = ß\ß'.

Fix arbitrary points x' G F' and u' G ß' and put nx = nx, for x G E", nu = nw for
u G ß".
The function nu(<p) is ff-measurable if tp' G M. By 0.5.B, the same is true for all
<pG ÍB. Therefore «" satisfies the condition O.4.A. Theorem 0.3 will be proved if

we show that, for each m G M1,

F¿{n"GM}=0

(0.8)

and 0.4.B is fulfilled. We check this separately for dissipative and conservative m.

0.6. Suppose that m G M' is dissipative. Obviously (0.6) holds with
nx(<p) = gx(<p)/gx(l),

if gx(!) < oo. Hence E" c {x: gx(l) = oo} and m(E")

(0.9)

= 0.

Let <p' El W. Comparing (0.7), (0.8) and (7.7) and applying Theorem 7.1, we
conclude that Pfm(ti") = 0, that the function n"(q>) is ff^-measurable

and that

PfmXn«(<p)= PhmX

(0.10)

with A'(x) = T,_s(p(x)for all X G %, t G F. By 14.B and 5.4.A, for s < t,

= /¿[jcr(^)-,**i^)]

= ^*(A-ia<1</,).

Since /8 = / a.s. F*, we get by setting jî/

^[^/'(^)"'<P(^)]

= PhmX.

(0.11)

= PiXn"(V).

(0.12)

It follows from (0.10) and (0.11) that

PfJ'(xl)-xcp(x,)X

Established for tp' G W, equality (0.12) can be extended for all <pG % using 0.5.B.
Suppose that

<p(x) = P{XZ,

Z G ff>(.

(0.13)

Since X\a<t G ff<í, formula (0.12) and 5.4.B imply that
P'mXn*(q>) = PfmXla<l<BZ.

(0.14)
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We apply this formula to t = — u < 0 and Z = >Kx0)//0(x0) and we get

HXq)
'f(Xo)

PfmXn»(Tutf = pfmX\a<_u^{.

(0.15)

On the other hand, it follows from (0.12) that

P£Xn»M

= F^(x0)//°(x0).

(0.16)

Comparing (0.15) and (0.16) we have

n«{Tu*) < »«OrO a.s.P£

(0.17)

and

»"(F,,^)->«"(*)

a.s.F¿.

The set C = {(u, w): «"(F„>//) > n"(^)

(0.18)

for some ^' G JF} is <&ÄX ff-

measurable and all its «-sections have Psmmeasure zero. By Fubini's theorem, there
exists a set ß0 G ff such that F^(ß\ß0) = 0 and (u, w) G C for almost all u and all
« G ß0. Using 0.5.B and the semigroup property of Tt, we prove that na(Tu\p) <
na(ip) for all to G ß0 and all u G F. Because of (0.18), there exists a set ß, c ß0

such that F^ißxß,) = 0 and nu(Tx/k$) -+ n"(*P) for all w G ß, and all «/>'G W.
Applying 0.5.A and 0.5.B, it is easy to prove that n" G M for all u G ß,.
To prove 0.4.B, we establish that, for each Z G ff,
(i) P^Z coincides F^-a.e. with an ff^-measurable function,
(ii) P'mXZ = Psm(XP{JZ)for all X G ff*0.
It is sufficient to check this for Z = \a<tf(xu, . . . ,xt)\u<B
where t < tx
< • ■ • < t„ < u and /is a measurable function on F". It follows from (5.2) that in
this case P{JZ = n"(<p) where <pis given by (0.13). Both conditions (i) and (ii) are
satisfied (the second one follows from (0.14)).
0.7. Now let m be a conservative element of Ml. Then by Theorem 3.2,

m(E") = 0 and (0.6) holds with
nx(<p) = m'(^\Wm),

m-a.e.

(0.19)

The following two lemmas establish relations between the a-algebra &£ and ff^.
Lemma 0.1. If F is a bounded <$>]„-measurable function, then there exists a
ffa- measurable function YF such that, for each countable everywhere dense set A,

yF=

lim

r{— oo

F(xr).

(0.20)

r6A

For each F G <S£ and each <pG %,t G F

^¿ Vi"(<p) = ^ÎVpW/'Ur1.

(0.21)

Proof. Let Z and <p be as in (0.13). By 5.4.B and (5.2), we have for s < t,
«r-G $,

P'FOOtHxJZ = PfmF(xM(xt)<p(xt)f'(xt)-X
= m[F7;_,(^)].

(0.22)

Analogously
pfmF(xt)^(xt)Z

= m(F^).

(0.23)
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Since F G iß^, the terms on the right side of (0.22) and (0.23) coincide. This
implies the relation

PiiHxsWx}

= Fix,)

a.s. Pi on { ß > t}.

(0.24)

Hence, for each u, (F(xt)lß>u,
ff>(, Pi) is a martingale on (— oo, u) and the
existence of YF follows from the theorem on convergence of a bounded martingale.

By (0.19) and (3.8)
j

m(dx)F(x)nx(<p)Tul(x)

= j

m(dx)nx(<p)l(x)F(x)

= m(Frp)

= m(FT,_r<p).

Therefore, by (0.4)
PiF(xr)nXr(cp) = f m(dx)F(x)nx(<p)f(x)

= m(FT,_r<p)

= PiF(xr)q>(xl)f'(xl)-1.

Letting r-» — oo, we get (0.21), first, for <p' G W and then, using 0.5.B, for all

<pG <S.
Lemma 0.2. Every bounded function Y G ff^ coincides Pi-a.e.

with YF for some

F E%Tm.
tn

Proof. We choose a function F G <& such that F¿{ y|x0} = F(x0) a.s. F¿. For
all t > 0, ^ G % , we have

«(FT,*)

= F>,F(x0)^(x,)/'(xr)-1

= F¿{ Yt(xt)f'(x,)-1}.

(0.25)

Since yia</ G ff<( and 0,y = y a.s. Pi, it follows from 5.5.A and 5.4.B that the
right side of (0.25) does not depend on /. Hence F G ÍBTm.
Now, by 5.4.B, PsmYx¡,(x0)Z= PfmF(xQ)^(x0)Zfor all $ G <8>,Z G ff>0. Hence
^{ r|^>o} = F(xo) a-s. F¿ and, by (0.24)

Pfm{Y\V>t} = FÜ{F(x0)|ff>,} = Fix,)

a.s. F^,.

Letting t -+ - oo, we see that Y = F¿{ Y|ffa } = yF a.s. F7.
0.8. Suppose that <pis given by formula (0.13). It follows from (0.21) and 5.4.B

that
F¿y«»(<p) = F¿yia<,</?Z
(0.26)
for y = YF. By Lemma 0.2, (0.26) holds for all Y G ff^. Formula (0.26) coincides
with (0.14) and we establish (0.8) and 0.4.B in the same way as in Subsection 0.6.
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